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Global Hapkido Championship
GHA Final Referee Training

O

n July 12, the Global Hapkido Association held its
final referee-training seminar before the kickoff of
the 2014 Global Hapkido Championship. Hee Kwan Lee is the founder of
Global Hapkido Association (GHA),
which is headquartered in Battle
Creek, Michigan, in the United States
and he has a great vision in making
this championship an Olympic style.
The Global Hapkido Championship
marks the realization of an ambition
that spans decades, now embodied
in an organization that spans globally. Since its official launch in 2013,
the Global Hapkido Association has
grown tremendously, with member
organizations on 20 continents.
Over 10 countries have committed
to sending their teams to compete in
the inaugural edition of the organization’s championship, which seeks to
distinguish itself from other martial
arts competitions by opening its doors
to practitioners of all styles of martial
arts, regardless of any organizational
affiliation.

In other words, everyone is welcome;
the only stipulation is that you follow
the GHA regulations.
Enforcement of those rules is exactly
the purpose of last Saturday’s gathering of international GHA referees.
Members of this week’s training
seminar represent some of the core
leadership of GHA.
These are the people who will ensure
that the tournament with hundreds of
competitors speaking multiple languages to run efficiently with good
sportsmanship.
With years of training, these referees
are keenly aware of what is at stake
- especially the importance of first impression to our global family.
Topics of discussion at this seminar
will include not only the enforcement
of the rules, but intercultural and social relations as well.
While the staffing of this tournament
will draw primarily on our first class
referees from the United States, Canada and Mexico, other countries are
currently training referees from the
GHA manual, often under the person-

al direction of Hee Kwan Lee himself.
As Lee has repeatedly stated, the goal
of the Global Hapkido Championship is to run like a miniature Olympic-style event, staffed with officials
and referees from every country that
is participating in the event.
They appear to be well on their way
to reaching that goal.
This year’s championship will take
place at Wings Stadium in Kalamazoo, July 26-27. For more information on the Global Hapkido Championship, please visit www.ghahapkido.
com.
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This championship would not be possible without the hard work and dedication
of all the competitors, instructors, referees, staff members, volunteers, and
spectators. I would like to give special thanks to Grand Master Kwang Suk Choi;
Grand Master Young Sik Lee; His Excellency, Abdulla Al Saboosi, and all the
board members. Each and every one of you is an indispensable part of our shared
success and I extend my heartfelt appreciation to you all.
- Hee Kwan Lee, Founder of Global Hapkido Association (GHA)

